




 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

thoughts from the horror at hand. So which song was “last” has many truths,
depending upon the circumstances, both physical and psychological, of
each eyewitness. 

For a villain in the Titanic story, the public instantly chose Bruce Ismay,
Chairman and Managing Director of the White Star Line of steamships,
mostly because he got into a lifeboat and had the nerve to survive!  The 
prevailing sentiment was that, as representative of the company, he should
have gone down with the ship.  Once his villainy was firmly established, it
was time to come up with “facts” to prove it, one of which was the misnomer
that the Titanic trying to break speed records. In fact, the Titanic traveled at 
neither competitive nor even optimal speed at any time during the trip.
Ismay spent the rest of his life in isolation and despair, but the public felt
better that there was someone to hold “responsible” for the tragedy. 

One last Titanic legend is of interest to our presentation today, that of the
Titanic Orchestra playing as the ship went down.  It is easy to believe this
noble, romantic image, but again reality gets in the way.  The “orchestra” 
was actually two distinct string bands that played in different first class
saloons, one with three players (piano, violin, cello), the other with five
(piano, violin, viola, cello, bass), a combined total of eight instruments.  All 
accounts place the band on deck while the lifeboats were being lowered,
eliminating the possibility of even one piano. Further, the cellos (played while
seated) and bass are floor instruments, so as the deck began to tilt, the
resulting angle would preclude practical playing. As the water rose on the 
deck, those instruments would become useless, leaving at most two violins
and one viola to play. And as the stern rose nearly perpendicular to the
water before the ship broke in half, neither band nor passenger could do
anything but hold on to whatever was nearby.  Clearly, the music did not last 
until the Titanic sank. But again, the disparate eyewitness accounts are all
true in their own ways. 

Titanic Songs 

Gleaning titles from books, library catalogs, other collectors and auction
websites, I have compiled an unofficial (and no doubt incomplete) tally of
151 songs written about the Titanic–almost all of which were published in
1912! From that list I have been able to collect 42 songs, of which you will
hear 20 (or parts thereof) at this performance.  They are products of their
time, just as every era’s popular songs can easily be identified by their
similarity to each other. As befits their instant production, the compositions
range from solidly competent to startlingly inept, with only the rare hint of
true musical inspiration. The lyrics tend toward flowery sentimentality from
the Victorian era coupled with the national pride and class expectations that
are hallmarks of the Edwardian age. A few of the songs are quite moving;
others can provoke snickers, catching you off guard with a surprising–and
unfortunate--turn of phrase, either lyrical or musical.  But please feel free to
respond to the selections we present today in any way. And thank you for
joining us on this Titanic expedition! Sam 
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